Happy New Year and welcome to Lunar Gala 2004 in its eighth annual production! Our show is in celebration of the Asian lunar new year combining racial and cultural backgrounds into one distinct and beautiful night. As an organization, we are happy to say that Lunar Gala has remarkably grown in prestige as a diverse, campus-wide event. Our theme this year is “Alter the Real,” which has allowed our designers to interpret “reality” for themselves, altering it in various ways. Through this theme, we have utilized the vast creativity among our community to present a memorable, reality-altering show. Not only is it the first time we have expanded our show from Rangos Ballroom to the UC Gymnasium, but we will also be using live feed during the production. We all hope you are as excited as we are in seeing our efforts transform into true reality on the stage. Thank you for helping us celebrate the Lunar New Year! Enjoy the show!
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